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“Soviet bombers cannot be adequately defended against. We
know that and the Russians know it. In a surprise attack,
the limiting factor on the damage inflicted on the USA
would not be determined so much by our own defensive
arrangements, but rather by the limitations on the Soviet
stockpile of atomic weapons.”

— President Dwight Eisenhower during a secret brief-
ing to senior Republican Party leaders, 14 February 1956.

The decade of the 1950s is often viewed as a “Golden
Age” for the United States Air Force’s air defense com-
munity. A wide variety of modern jet interceptors
entered service during that period and, by decade’s end,

over a thousand of the sleek hunters were mounting watch
against Soviet bomber attacks with the Air Defense Command,
which (beginning in 1957) was the American component of
the joint US/Canadian North American Air Defense
Command (NORAD). By the mid-1960s, atmospheric air
defense had entered a long period of decline as cost-conscious
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara discounted the
Soviet bomber threat in the light of growing Russian ICBM
strength. McNamara believed that if the nation’s nuclear deter-
rent forces failed to prevent war, then there was no sense in
trying to defend against any form of attack.

Thus, the 1950s seem, in retrospect, to have been a
halcyon period for both the young pilots chosen to fly the
interceptors and the citizenry who counted upon their
honed skills and massive numbers to keep the skies free of
predatory Russian bombers. 

Like so many nostalgic reflections, this vista of conti-
nental air defense over six-decades past is idyllic only in
retrospect. At the time, the Air Force’s ability to cripple
an attacking Soviet bomber force was anything but
assured, and the commanders closest to the problem even
went so far as to advocate the formal adoption of ramming
tactics to confront the burgeoning threat of Soviet bomber
strikes coming in from over the North Pole.

In 1945, American airmen scorned as crazed fanatics
the Japanese pilots who deliberately hurled their aircraft
into ramming attacks against massive formations of
American bombers and the unprecedented numbers of war-
ships steaming towards the Home Islands. Ironically, by
1952, some of those same now more senior officers were
bluntly discussing the potential need for training American
pilots to use the same tactics against Red bombers should
they ever come coursing southward across Canada.

The final option of ramming was considered only after
a great deal of sober self-examination by leaders of the Air
Defense Command (ADC). The very discussion of adopt-
ing such measures on command levels was a tacit admis-
sion of failure in the effort to create a modern and effec-
tive air defense system for the nation. Flaws in training
methods, the adoption of problem-plagued new aircraft and
equipment, and a major miscalculation of Soviet capabili-
ties and intentions in the realm of strategic bombing, creat-
ed a climate of deep pessimism among the dedicated profes-
sionals that staffed ADC. The result was a flirtation with
interceptor tactics that owed more to the samurai’s code of
bushido than to Yankee ingenuity.

BULLS AND TAILWINDS
The cause of continental air defense traveled a rocky

road in the immediate post-WWII period. Confident in its
atomic monopoly, military and government leaders of the
United States saw little to fear from the remote prospect of
a Soviet attack on North America. In 1948, the bulk of
the interceptor squadrons earmarked for defending
American airspace in the event of war came from the Air
National Guard — and the equipment was old.

A bitter awakening came in 1949, when the USSR suc-
cessfully tested an atomic device of its own.
One secret estimate judged that by
mid-1952 the Soviets would have over a
hundred atomic bombs stockpiled for
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AFTER WORLD WAR
TWO, THE USAF WAS
COMPLETELY
UNPREPARED FOR
THE NEW THREAT
OF RUSSIAN
BOMBERS
ATTACKING
AMERICA. THIS

LED TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
A NEW
GENERATION OF
INTERCEPTORS

ALONG WITH
REVISED
TACTICS —

INCLUDING
RAMMING!

BY WAYNE R.
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Magnificently posed photo of three Northrop F-89C Scorpions from the 57th Fighter
Interceptor Squadron flying out of Keflavik Air Base, Iceland, was photographed
during January 1955. At this point, the Scorpion was expected to close on Soviet
bomber forces with six 20mm cannon with 200 rounds per gun. F-89C-30-NO 
51-5767 is the centerpiece of this trio of “Black Knight” Scorpions. It would later go
on to serve with the Montana ANG’s 186th FIS before being withdrawn during
November 1958 and flown to Davis-Monthan AFB where it was salvaged.


